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Chapter 2031: Non-Existent 

It was the great formation of the limitless demon! The demon had mentioned that this array could burst 

out the combat power of a divine immortal. It was simply too terrifying! 

A single strike from heaven immortal bi an was enough to suppress the entire underground devil nation! 

The 800 million slaves and 200 million members of the major forces would only die! 

The livestream had been going on for so long, so the one billion people should have received the news 

and begun to evacuate, right? 

It's too late for Wufu to start retreating now! One billion people will be evacuated from the 

underground devil Kingdom through 10000 exits, and 100000 people will pass through each exit! It 

would take at least three to five days for them to completely evacuate! 

If that's the case, wouldn't the one billion people die without a doubt? 

There were-total of one billion people in Xuanji! This was a terrifying disaster! 

Yingying was too cruel! I don't dare to look anymore! 

The audience became excited and worried about the crisis they were facing. They were worried about 

the one billion people who were about to be killed. 

"Right! Just like this! Continue to wail! I like the way you look when you're afraid and desperate! It 

wouldn't be long before the real highlight would be staged! I'm looking forward to seeing you guys wet 

your pants! Hahaha ..." 

 haha!  the demon laughed excitedly.  I'm going to let Chen Zhufeng do a live broadcast!  The blood of 

one billion people would flow into a River! The corpses of one billion people would be piled up into a 

mountain range! "Ah!" Just thinking about it makes me feel so good that I can't stand it!" 

Yingluo-don't! My father is still in the devil Kingdom! He was already very old and was supposed to retire 

this year! Don't kill him ... 

My two brothers are also in the devil Kingdom! I dream of going on an adventure with them when I 

become an adult! I don't want them to die ... 

Wanwan, my uncles, the elders of the family, almost all of them are there! If they are gone ... Our clan 

will be completely finished ... 

Bro bei! Please think of a way! Save our family 

Bro bei! I beg you ... You are our only hope now ... 

The audience's hearts were all clenched. The demon's words had made everyone fall into deep fear! 

However, this time, they did not give up. Instead, they turned to Chen Xiaobei for help! 
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After the series of crisis and reversal just now, the people were now worshiping Chen Xiaobei from the 

bottom of their hearts! A devout faith in Chen Xiaobei! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was here, there was still hope in their hearts! 

Bro bei! I'm a slave from Vermillion bird's thirty-third area! Now, my co-workers and I are watching your 

live broadcast! We don't have time to retreat, but we believe that bro bei will not give up. We still have 

hope! 

Bro bei! I'm a guard in the Seventh District of the Azure Dragon. My comrades and I are watching the 

live broadcast! Today, you've let us witness too many miracles! We believe that you can continue to 

counterattack! 

Bro bei! I'm a free Explorer wandering in the devil Kingdom! A group of teammates and I are also 

watching the live broadcast! You've risked your life for this livestream, and you've already gambled your 

life for us! No matter what the result is, you are our hero! 

Yingluo was right! Bro bei! It doesn't matter if you can stop the activation of the array! You're the super 

hero of our one billion people! 

If Yingluo wins, let's go wild together! If we lose, we'll bear it together! Even if we have to risk our lives, 

we'll still be extremely honored! 

At this moment, other than the ordinary audience, a large number of people from the devil nation were 

also speaking on the screen. 

This part of the audience was the one billion people who were facing the threat of death! 

These one billion people were in this place, so their understanding of the devil nation and the devil cult, 

as well as the feeling of impending death, were much deeper than the ordinary audience! 

This meant that the one billion people would worship and believe in Chen Xiaobei more than the 

ordinary audience! It came from the deepest part of his soul! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that other than the trillions of spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei would 

also gain a huge number of followers! 

It was still hard to determine how many believers he would be able to increase in the end! 

However, it could at least increase the population by one billion! 

The netherspirit battlescouter had already started to show him the information about the increase in 

believers, but Chen Xiaobei did not have the time to check it. 

"Hahaha ... Ignorant human! At this point, you still want Chen Zhufeng to save you? You're simply 

stupid!" 

The honor demon laughed disdainfully,"the infinite sky demon formation that I want to activate can 

unleash the power of a sky immortal!" Divine immortal tier! Chen Zhufeng was just an ant in front of the 

array! Why should I save you?" 

As soon as he said that, the 13 sky demon apostles around him laughed hideously. 



"These lowly commoners are really too stupid! Chen Zhufeng's own life was in the hands of the demon 

Lord! You still want to save people? Keep dreaming!" 

 the fifth Apostle will personally head down to the pit to take charge of the excavation. Looking at the 

time, within three to five minutes, the formation will be dug out!  

"Sixth Apostle, prepare sufficient spiritual energy! Lord devil Emperor has the blood of the limitless Saint 

Devil King! Chen Zhufeng can't stop us from activating the formation!" 

 as soon as the formation shows its power, the one billion people will all die without a doubt!  

It was obvious that the 13 sky demon apostles were very confident in this operation. 

Their gazes were all on the digging pit. Once the fifth Apostle came up, it would be time to activate the 

formation! 

"Chen Zhufeng! Why aren't you saying anything?" 

"More than a billion people have placed their hopes on you," the demon grinned hideously,"and you're 

just going to stand there and do nothing? Even if you've already accepted your fate, shouldn't you at 

least say something? Don't forget! You're live streaming!" 

"Do you really want me to say something?" Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. He even wanted to 

laugh. 

"You're on the verge of death, but you still have a chance to speak. You should cherish it!" 

 if you kneel down, kowtow to me, and swear your loyalty to me, " the honor demon said with a vicious 

smile, " maybe I will be in a better mood, and I will spare your cheap life. I will make you a dog under my 

feet!  

Obviously, in the demon's eyes, he had already won without a doubt! So, they started to mock Chen 

Xiaobei without restraint! 

The demon wanted Chen Xiaobei to surrender on a live broadcast! On the live broadcast, he was 

kneeling and begging for mercy! 

This was like a slap to Chen Xiaobei's face! It was a slap to the face of the entire human race! It made the 

human race fear the demonic sect from the bottom of their hearts! 

Unfortunately, the demon Lord's plan did not work out in front of Chen Xiaobei! 

"Beg for mercy? It doesn't exist!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled at the camera and said, " "My brothers! Put your heart at ease! This stupid demon 

is tricking you! There's no formation underground!" 

There was no array in the Suan ni? We've all been fooled? 

Yingluo, that devil, said it so clearly that it didn't seem like he was talking nonsense! 

I believe in bro bei! Bro bei is the truth! 



"Foolish humans!" 

The honor demon laughed in disdain.  I don't even bother to argue. The formation will be revealed soon. 

Facts speak louder than words!  

"Sir demon commander ..." 

At this moment, the fifth Apostle rushed out of the hole and ran over. He said in a trembling 

voice,"There's ... No formation underground ..." 

"What?" The demon was stunned. 
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 we've already dug to the designated depth ... But we didn't find any formation ...  

The fifth Apostle swallowed his saliva and his heart was filled with anxiety. 

"Keep digging! The formation must be there! It's impossible that he's not here! You must dig it out for 

this seat!" 

The demon was extremely frustrated. One second he was still acting tough, and the next second he was 

slapped in the face. He was simply depressed! 

 the people below are still excavating ... But ...  the fifth Apostle stopped talking. 

"But what?" The demon Lord shouted angrily. 

The fifth Apostle said in fear, " "However, our men reported that they found many small potholes that 

looked like formation cores! They suspect that the runes used to suppress the formation core have been 

stolen ..." 

"Bullshit!" 

The demon was furious.  this formation has been buried underground for thousands of years! How could 

it be stolen?!  

 I also find it unbelievable ...  the fifth Apostle said, "  but, those holes are all at the predetermined 

depth, and they are arranged in a very regular pattern. I'm afraid ... They really are the eye of the 

formation ...  

"No! I don't believe it!" 

The demon roared angrily,"dig!" Continue digging! If you can't dig out the formation, you and your 

people will die underground!" 

 Sir devil Emperor, please spare my life ... I really can't dig it out ... I have no choice ...  the fifth Apostle 

knelt down and kowtowed desperately. 

 you ...  the honor demon was so angry that he was trembling. His face under the mask was dark. 
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On the other side, Chen Xiaobei laughed excitedly.  "My brothers! Stop sending gifts! You guys are too 

polite! Too much! Enough! It's really enough!" 

Bro bei was so awesome! That silly demon is really tricking us! I'm dying of laughter! An earth-god 

instrument! 

Facts speak louder than words. Bro bei had won again! He had to reward them handsomely-six 'heaven-

immortal artifacts'! 

Please save my family-bro bei! I will never forget your great kindness!" 66 earth-god instruments! Please 

accept it, bro bei! 

Yingluo was saved! The one billion people in the devil Kingdom have been saved! It's a pity that we can't 

top up. The other brothers who are watching the live broadcast, help us Top up more! 

…… 

… 

All of a sudden, the gift-giving frenzy exploded again. 

Without a doubt, the formation's 'disappearance' had completely put everyone's hearts at ease. 

The People's admiration, respect, and gratitude for Chen Xiaobei were all turned into small gifts that 

were enthusiastically thrown at Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not really care about the small gifts! 

That was because the real important gains were all in the information provided by the netherspirit 

battlescouter! 

[ new followers: 1.2 billion! ] The total number of believers was 4.2 billion! (Only '100 million' as the 

unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

"The effect of the live broadcast is simply too good!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'a live broadcast, let the news spread as fast as possible! Among the 1.2 

billion new believers, there are one billion humans from the devil Kingdom and one hundred million 

who were the initial audience!" 

"The other 100 million should be new viewers who were attracted to the live stream room as the news 

spread! Of course, it's also possible that they're not the audience, but just ordinary people who know 

the news by word of mouth!" 

[ the number of believers has reached the standard. You may choose-heavenly Dao reward! ] (You can 

choose 12 rewards for Level 1,6 for Level 2, and 4 for Level 3!) 

"My current cultivation Halo is at the second level! Level 3 required 300 million believers to be able to 

choose again! 1.2 billion new believers can only choose four times!" 

 wait a little longer!  Chen Xiaobei thought to himself.  when the news spreads to a wider area, there will 

definitely be more believers!  



"There are billions of people in apocalypse Starfield! Even if only a small portion of them become my 

followers, it's still a huge number!" 

"When the number of believers stabilizes, I'll choose the heavenly Dao's reward! This way, I can 

maximize the effects of my cultivation!" 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed at the thought of this. He was also looking forward to seeing how many 

followers he would have in the end! 

"Pa!!!" 

Right at this moment, the honor demon slapped the fifth Apostle and sent him flying. He roared, " 

"Trash! If you can't dig out the formation, what use do I have for you?" 

"Pfft ..." 

The fifth Apostle spurted out his teeth and blood all over the ground. He said pitifully, "  I don't know 

what's going on either ... The location and depth of the excavation were all instructed by Sir demon 

venerable ...  

"You mean? You want to blame me for commanding wrongly?" The demon was extremely furious. A 

strong killing intent exploded like a tsunami. 

"No, no, no! This subordinate definitely did not mean that!" 

The fifth Apostle shook his head desperately and said, " "This is all Chen Zhufeng's fault! If it wasn't for 

this kid's interference! Lord devil Emperor's perfect plan can't fail!" 

"Chen Zhufeng? That's right! Chen Zhufeng's still here!" 

The demon narrowed his eyes and glared at Chen Xiaobei.  "My plan has failed completely! Do you know 

what kind of torture you will face?" 

"I don't know." Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly. 

"You've ruined the plan that I've been preparing for hundreds of years! I've never been so angry 

before!" 

The demon gritted his teeth and said, " "I'm going to pull out your tendons! I'll skin you! I'll eat your 

meat! Gnaw on your bones! Drink every drop of your blood! Refine your soul! I'll make your soul scatter 

and never reincarnate! 

"Clang! Clang! Clang ..." 

The 14 sky demon apostles took out their earth-god instruments again, ready to attack Chen Xiaobei! 

Xuxu is in trouble! Bro bei had saved everyone! He was still in a dead end! 

The great demon bi-an was-five-star earth-god! The fourteen little devils around him were not ordinary 

people either! This was really a dead end! 

Is bro bei going to die? Don't! I don't want bro bei to die! He is our hero! 



Bro bei ... You've saved everyone but yourself ... Why are you so stupid? 

Bro bei, please don't die ... Wuwuwu ... 

The audience's hearts tightened again. They could not see any chance of winning the battle in front of 

them. 

The thought of Chen Xiaobei's death made everyone's heart ache. 

"My brothers! Calm down!" 

Chen Xiaobei replied nonchalantly, " "These silly demons can't kill me! On the contrary, I only need to 

say a word and they will be dead immediately!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked and didn't dare to believe it! 

The demon and the 14 sky demon apostles laughed in disdain."Chen Zhufeng! Are you scared silly? Why 

are you starting to talk nonsense?" 

 heh! I, Chen Zhufeng, never go back on my word!  

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " "Pour!" 

"F * cking retard! Who Do You Think You Are? Do you think we will collapse just because you say so ... 

Uh ... Uh ah ..." 

In the next moment, the demon commander and the 14 sky demon apostles fell to the ground one after 

another. 

Hundreds of millions of viewers were instantly dumbfounded. 
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"Uh! Pfff ... Our bodies ... What's going on ... What happened ..." 

The 14 sky demon apostles fell to the ground with their hands on their hearts. They kept vomiting dark 

red poisonous blood and their bodies kept twitching. They couldn't even get up. 

"We're poisoned ... Pfft ..." 

The demon knelt down on one knee. The body of a five-star earth-god seemed to be able to resist part 

of the poison, but the deadly poison still made him spit out blood and his essence, Qi, and spirit all fell! 

What the f * ck! What the f * ck! Bro bei! Is your mouth blessed?! 

Just one word from bro bei was enough to defeat all the demons! It was simply awesome and lightning-

fast! 

Save the world with your mouth! Bro bei! Shua shua shua! 

Bi an was not acclimatized to this! I'm convinced by my bro bei! 
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The audience was in an uproar when they saw this. They praised Chen Xiaobei so much that they almost 

blocked the live stream. 

"That's not possible! Chen Zhufeng was under our control the whole time and didn't have the chance to 

poison him!" 

 Chen Zhufeng ... When did you poison us? " 

"Chen Zhufeng! Are you a God? How could he have silently poisoned her ... It's impossible ..." 

The 14 sky demon apostles wailed and vomited blood. They could clearly feel that their bodies were on 

the verge of death. 

However, even if they had ten thousand brains, they would not be able to figure out how they had been 

poisoned by Chen Xiaobei without anyone knowing. 

This was completely illogical! 

"This is my secret weapon! You want to know? Maybe in the next life!" The corners of Chen Xiaobei's 

mouth lifted into a devilish smile. 

"Chen Zhufeng! I've done you a great favor! Why didn't you introduce me to everyone! I want to be on 

the live broadcast too! I also want to take in fans!" 

A young girl's voice came from under the cloak. Her voice was very soft, but her temper was not small! 

Chen Xiaobei turned off the livestream and whispered, " "Little Zi, be good. You're strong, have a 

heaven-defying ability, and most importantly, you're very good looking! If I let you go on a live 

broadcast, there will definitely be a bunch of people who will fight with me for you! I'll be very vexed!" 

"Really?" 

Zi Yuan's tender voice was filled with excitement, " "I'm powerful? A heaven-defying ability? And 

especially good looking? Is everything you said true?" 

"Of course it's true!"  that's why you have to hide yourself well. Don't let anyone see you. Do you 

understand? " Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

"Mm! I know! I will hide it well!" Zi Yuan's voice had a hint of sweetness to it. It was obvious that he was 

in a good mood. 

After this girl developed consciousness and intelligence, she was influenced by her girlish playmate, so 

her character and temper were very much like a girl's. 

She was sometimes innocent, sometimes adorkable, and most importantly, she was very easy to coax. 

Chen Xiaobei coaxed Zi Yuan to calm down and hide in the cloak, no longer demanding to go on the live 

stream. 

That's right! The reason why the demon commander and the 14 heavenly demon apostles were 

poisoned was because of Zi Yuan! 



The poison they had been poisoned with was the same poison that had destroyed The Five Venoms 

sacred sect back then! 

Zi Yuan had already poisoned her in the meeting room! 

However, the poison was colorless, odorless, shapeless, and formless. Even the poison experts of The 

Five Venoms sacred cult could not detect it. The demon commander and the fourteen heavenly demon 

apostles were naturally poisoned without them knowing! 

In addition, this poison also had a special effect, which was that Zi Yuan could control the time of the 

poison's effect! 

Before the poison took effect, the person who was poisoned would be fine. 

However, as long as Zi Yuan willed it, he could stimulate the poison, causing the poisoned person to be 

directly attacked by the poison without any preparation, without even having the time to detoxify! 

Because of this, even the demon Lord, who was a five-star earth-god, was poisoned! 

"How long before they die?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"The 14 apostles will all die within a minute!" 

"As for that demon, he has a five-star earth-god Body!" Zi Yuan said. Moreover, he was a demon! His 

physical body might be even more powerful ... I can't say how long it'll take for him to die ..." 

"As long as the demon is not dead, I can't act rashly!" 

 what if he has a hidden card that's higher than a five-star earth-god? I'm not his match at all!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"I don't think he will bring any trump cards!" 

"A five-star earth-god instrument is the most powerful treasure in apocalypse Starfield!" Zi Yuan 

analyzed. A five-star earth-god could suppress an earth-god instrument of the same level! You're already 

invincible in apocalypse Starfield. It's a waste to have a stronger card!" 

 you're right ...  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  "Maybe I'm overthinking it. If he really had a trump card, he 

would have killed me long ago!" 

"Uh, uh, uh ..." 

At this moment, the demon's head suddenly rose up and he let out a painful howl. 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei was on high alert, and he quickly retreated. 

 Chen Zhufeng!!!  

The demon roared into the sky,"I've lost!" He's completely lost!" The great Lord's plan has been ruined. 

Even if I return alive, the great Lord will sentence me to death! Since I'm going to die anyway, I'll drag 

you down with me even if I have to risk my remaining life!" 



"You still have the strength to fight?" Chen Xiaobei quickly backed away. He could no longer be 

bothered with the live stream. He put away his phone and took out his strongest card. 

"Blood sacrifice!" 

The demon knelt on one knee and roared, " "I'll use my blood! To evolve the blood curse! I'll use my life! 

Cast the soul shackles! You! Chen Zhufeng! Every drop of blood would be drained! He would definitely 

lose his three souls and seven spirits! Never to reincarnate!" 

"This ... This is a curse?" Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and became nervous. 

Just as Zi Yuan had analyzed, the demon venerable did not have any stronger trump cards on him! 

The whole plan had failed, and the demon knew that he was going to die. So, at the last moment, he 

used his blood and life to cast the demonic curse on Chen Xiaobei! 

"Bang!" 

With a loud explosion, the body of the honor demon exploded! Blood and spirits shot into the sky like a 

rainbow! 

"Shit ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's heart skipped a beat. 

One had to know that the master-protecting puppet could only block one fatal attack, but it could not 

block a curse! 

This kind of special attack based on the spiritual and soul level was non-existent, and even the bursting 

flames Spirit King Sword couldn't block it! 

"Whoosh!" 

The next moment, the blood-red beam shot down and caught up with Chen Xiaobei with the speed of a 

five-star earth-god! 

It entered Chen Xiaobei's body from the top of his head. 

"Pfft ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's face darkened, and he spat out a mouthful of purple-gold blood. 

 Chen Zhufeng!!!  

"Are you alright?" Zi Yuan was shocked and hurriedly asked. Don't scare me!" 

"We're in big trouble this time ..." 

Chen Xiaobei slowly raised one of his hands. The blood vessels on his fingers had all turned black! 

The black color was still spreading, covering Chen Xiaobei's palm and slowly moving to his wrist. 
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"Chen Zhufeng? What's wrong with you? Why are all the blood vessels on your hand black? This isn't 

poison ... What's wrong with you?" 

Zi Yuan directly flew out from under the cloak, his delicate little face full of anxiety. 

"Not only in my hands ..." 

Chen Xiaobei pulled up one of his pants. The blood vessels on his leg had turned black and were still 

spreading upwards. 

"What is going on?" Zi Yuan was extremely anxious. 

"This is a curse that the demon exchanged his life for ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's face turned green and he said, " "If I'm not wrong, this black demon blood will slowly 

spread to my heart ... At that time, I'll be dead ..." 

 what ... What should we do ...  Zi Yuan was completely flustered."I know nothing about curses ... I can't 

help you ..." 

"Don't worry ... I still have very powerful friends ..." 

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and was about to open the Three Realms red envelope group. 

In this life and death situation, it was fortunate that Chen Xiaobei still had the strongest support-the 

best brothers in the Brotherhood! 

As long as they were here, Chen Xiaobei would not be afraid even if the sky fell. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei picked up his phone, he saw that the livestream was still ongoing. 

On the screen, hundreds of millions of viewers were constantly expressing their concern and worry. 

Bro bei! What's wrong? Why was there no sound during the live broadcast? 

Bro bei! Why did you put your phone away just now? Did the Great Demon King launch a fierce attack 

on you? 

Bro bei! Are you alright? The great demon didn't hurt you, right? 

Bro bei! Hurry up and say something! We were all worried to death! 

Chen Xiaobei felt a warm feeling in his heart when he saw these comments. 

He suddenly realized that besides his brothers in the Brotherhood, he had a large number of believers 

who cared about him! 

After receiving so much care and concern, Chen Xiaobei felt that all his efforts were worth it. 

He told Zi Yuan to hide well and turned on the live broadcast again. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " Don't worry! The great devil is dead ... But I'm also injured, so the live 

broadcast can only end here. See you later!" 

Wuwu, wait! Bro bei! The injuries you've suffered are no ordinary injuries! 



Bro bei! You've been cursed! He couldn't treat it as an ordinary injury! 

Bro bei! That was the curse of the devil! You must remove it as soon as possible! Otherwise, it would be 

life-threatening! 

"Oh?" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.   I didn't expect you to know about the demon's curse.  

Bro bei, don't underestimate us! The number of people watching the live broadcast had probably 

exceeded 1.3 billion! People from all walks of life, from all over the world! It was normal for there to be 

someone who knew how to curse! 

Those who have nothing to do with it, stop talking! Let those who know curses take a good look at bro 

bei! 

Yes, yes, yes! Bro bei's safety was the most important! Unrelated people, stop speaking! 

All of a sudden, the comments on the screen stopped. Only five or six people were still talking. 

And these five or six people were all experts in curses. 

"Alright, then please help me take a look!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and placed one of his palms under the camera, broadcasting it to the audience. 

Chen Xiaobei could ask his brothers in the Brotherhood. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was more willing to give his followers a chance. 

Perhaps these believers could help Chen Xiaobei solve his problems, or become another strong support 

for him. 

Bro bei! I'm sure! This was the curse of the devil! If the black blood attacks your heart, you will die 

without a doubt! 

Yes! This was a very vicious curse. If it was not removed, bro bei would die within a few minutes! 

 I agree!  Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  your judgment is the same as mine! However, do you know how to 

remove the curse?" 

Qianqian knew ... But she was afraid that she couldn't do it ... 

The most effective way to remove a demon's curse was to use an Angel's blessing! 

It's impossible to find a real angel within a few minutes! 

"An Angel?" 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned.   thank you for your kindness ... I only have a few minutes left to live. Even if 

there are angels in this world, I can't find them ...  

"Who said you can't find it!" 

At this moment, a sweet and melodious voice came from the distance. 



 Monroe!?  

Chen Xiaobei followed the voice and was stunned. 

He saw an extremely beautiful girl flying in the sky. 

Her silver-white hair was as smooth as water, and her skin was as white as snow. She was wearing a 

white gauze dress, and her entire person exuded a pure and holy aura. 

The main point was that she had a pair of snow-white wings on her back! 

Her feathers were thick and soft, and not a single speck of dust could be seen on her. Coupled with her 

Holy temperament, wasn't she the angel in Western mythology? 

He looked down on Princess Monroe! That's the little princess of our heavenly wings race! 

There's hope for Qingqing! Bro bei was saved! Cassidy menglu possessed the pure bloodline of the 

heavenly wings race! 

Qingqing's angelic wings had been awakened. She could bring bro bei her blessings! 

Yingluo is great! Good will be rewarded! Our bro bei will not die so easily! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Monroe swooped down from the sky, her beautiful blue eyes staring at Chen Xiaobei. 

"Menglu, why are you here?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Don't say anything!" 

Menglu cupped Chen Xiaobei's face with her fair hands and said, " "Kiss me!" 

"What?" 

Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. Before he could say anything, the dreamy dew had already kissed his 

lips. 

What the f * ck! What was the meaning of this? Why did the little princess menglu kiss bro bei as soon 

as she arrived? What happened to the angelic blessing? 

If Yingluo doesn't understand, don't talk nonsense! This was the kiss of an Angel! It was the highest 

level! The most sacred! The purest blessing! 

Shouldn't the angelic Kiss Kiss Kiss Kiss Kiss Kiss the hand or the forehead? It was so embarrassing to 

directly kiss her mouth! 

That was because Princess menglu's cultivation level was not high enough! Only mouth to mouth could 

the Blessing's effect be best displayed! 

Bro bei is indeed-good streamer! We love embarrassing scenes! It was simply six times! 

Bro bei, 666! Live broadcast of giving birth to monkeys! 

Yingluo, everyone, stop kicking up a fuss! Bro bei's body is changing! Quickly look! 



"Chi ..." 

Then, a holy light shone from Monroe's lips! 

The special ability of Angel's blessing was like a warm current, flowing through Chen Xiaobei's blood 

vessels to the parts where the curse had invaded. 

Everyone could clearly see that the black color in Chen Xiaobei's blood vessels was being forced back. 

After a while, it was completely forced out of Chen Xiaobei's body! 

Holy angels were the nemesis of dark demons! Monroe's blessing had completely removed the demon's 

curse from Chen Xiaobei! 

 alright ... Young master Chen, how do you feel now? " 

Menglu let go of Chen Xiaobei, her little face showing signs of fatigue, and her wings slowly faded away. 

"Ah? Hmm ..." 

Chen subconsciously smacked his lips and said, " "Good! Very good!" 
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"Young master Chen ... You're so annoying ..." 

Menglu's face was red, and she looked down, not daring to look at Chen Xiaobei. 

Bro bei! Six six six! 

Good! Very good! Two things at once! Hehehe! 

Bro bei! He won the battle and the kiss. He was a winner in life! 

 ahem ... I almost forgot, I'm still live streaming ...  

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, " Don't kick up a fuss! Even the little girl is embarrassed!" 

Bro bei! You're not kind! He ate it clean and didn't want his brothers to be happy? 

Yingluo was right! We're going to kick up a fuss! 

The demon bi 'an was killed and the battle was won! It should be lively! 

"Don't mess around!" 

 I know I won the war, but I have an even more exciting livestream to watch. Don't you guys want to 

watch it? " Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

The enemy's scheme had been destroyed! The enemies were all dead! What more exciting livestreams 

were there? 

Yingluo, we want to see it! Bro bei will never let us down! There must be more live broadcast content! 
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Bro bei! Hurry up! Don't keep me in suspense! Broadcast it live for us to see! 

"Little menglu, come here and get your phone! You'll be in charge of the live broadcast!" 

Chen Xiaobei handed the phone to menglu. 

As long as the camera was facing forward, menglu would not appear on the screen. 

The little girl was shy, and she could escape the attention of the audience. She felt a lot more at ease, 

and smiled sweetly at Chen to show her gratitude. 

"Follow me!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked in front of the camera and strode towards the corpses of the 14 sky demon 

apostles. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei released 14 streams of ethereal force and took the earth-god instruments from the 14 sky 

demon apostles into his hands. 

"Two five-star earth-god instruments! Five four-star earth-god instruments! Seven three-star earth-god 

instruments!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned at the screen and said, " "These earth-god instruments are all mine! How was it? 

My Good Brothers? It's not like you're jealous or envious." 

What the f * ck! What the f * ck! Bro bei! You're going against the heavens! 

Yingluo is amazing! My bro bei! With so many earth-god instruments, he could do whatever he wanted 

in apocalypse Starfield! 

Yingluo-yes! Even the four royal cities of the Azure Dragon, Vermillion Bird, White Tiger, and black 

Tortoise only had one five-star earth-god instrument each! Bro bei had two of them! It was simply 

insanely cool! 

If bro bei could build his own force, he would instantly become a super-class force that would surpass 

the four imperial cities! 

Yingluo was right! Strength was the way of the king! With these earth-god instruments, bro bei could 

even build a Royal City! 

Bro bei! Please consider it! To build his own force! We will all be your loyal supporters! 

"Brothers, calm down! I need to reintroduce myself! Other than being a streamer, I have another 

identity!" 

Chen Xiaobei kept the 14 earth-god instruments and said, " "I'm the leader of bei Xuan faction, Chen 

Zhufeng! Bei Xuan faction is my power! You might not have heard of it before! But from today on, the 

name bei Xuan faction will be known throughout apocalypse Starfield!" 

Bei Xuan faction? So bro bei already had his own forces! 



Bro bei! Still taking in disciples? I want to join your sect! I'm begging you to take me as your disciple! 

I know bei Xuan faction! It was in the Qin family's main city on the Vermillion Bird continent! 

I also know about Yingluo! Old Wang's live streaming platform was run by bei Xuan faction! 

Xuanji bei Xuan faction was also in the cosmetics business! It was super easy to use! The little fairies 

who wanted to become beautiful must buy it and try it! 

Wanwan, don't even mention livestreaming and cosmetics! From today onwards, bei Xuan faction 

would be the second biggest faction after heaven dominating faction! Would bro bei still care about 

those small businesses? 

Yingluo was right! Below the earth-god Realm! Other than heaven dominating faction, there was no 

other faction that could compete with bei Xuan faction! 

Bro bei! Please join! I also want to be a disciple of the second biggest sect! 

Bro bei! Please join! 

The audience's emotions instantly exploded. Almost all of them were asking to join, and the atmosphere 

was extremely enthusiastic! 

"I won't accept! I won't accept a single one!" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " "Today, I'm going to say this! Bei Xuan faction is the number one 

faction in the myriad tribulations! Only those who acknowledged this were qualified to join bei Xuan 

faction! If you think bei Xuan faction is second, then don't come! I won't accept it!" 

Bro bei, aren't you being a little too arrogant? although you're very strong, heaven dominating faction's 

Foundation is incomparably strong. You can't compare to them now ... 

Yingluo-yes! Bro bei! He had to keep a low profile ... Apocalypse Starfield's heaven dominating sect was 

just a branch! The headquarters of heaven dominating faction was a giant existence in the earth-god 

Realm! 

Bro bei, keep a low profile. Everyone is doing this for your own good! 

"Low profile? Heh, I've been low-key for long enough! I don't want to keep a low profile anymore!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Today, I've chosen to broadcast live. This means that I won't be hiding anymore. I 

want to be high-profile and let everyone see me! Remember me! Respect me!" 

"In this battle, I've destroyed the demonic sect's shocking conspiracy, even though I've won the love of 

all my brothers! However, I've also offended almost all the top forces!" 

"From now on, even if I want to keep a low profile! My enemies won't let me go either! Since that's the 

case, why should I keep a low profile?" 

"I'm not being arrogant! My ambition is not in the myriad tribulation! I still want to go to higher and 

further places to show off my skills! Taking first place in the myriad tribulations is just a stepping stone!" 



"In your own words! If we win, we'll be wild together! If we lose, we'll bear it together! If you don't even 

have the courage, how can you even talk about joining bei Xuan faction?" 

Bro bei is right! Among the 14 sky demon apostles, there were people from the square Imperial City! 

There was Nangong Kurong from heaven dominating faction! The rest of them were all big shots! 

After this battle, the forces behind them would definitely become bro bei's enemies! There was no point 

in keeping a low profile anymore! 

Yingluo, yes! This way! If he joined bei Xuan faction, he would have to stand side by side with bro bei 

and fight against all the top forces! Those without courage and courage would not dare to join bei Xuan 

faction! 

The audience finally understood. Chen Xiaobei had won the battle, but the situation for Chen Xiaobei 

and Bei Xuan faction was not looking good! 

Surrounded by powerful enemies, bei Xuan faction would not even be able to protect themselves! 

The people who had been clamoring to join bei Xuan faction had all shut their mouths! 

Of course, there were still a small number of people who were brave enough to insist on their request. 

Bro bei! I'm not afraid! I believe you! Bei Xuan faction would be the one to claim the throne! I'm still 

begging to join! 

I also want to join! Bro bei is number one in my heart! Bei Xuan faction would be number one sooner or 

later! 

Bro bei! Begging to join! I have no regrets in this life! 

"Everyone, don't be in such a hurry to declare your position!" 

 I'll move bei Xuan faction out of the Qin family's main city later. When I've confirmed the new location, 

I'll broadcast it to everyone!  By then, anyone who still wants to join can come and register!" 

 let's put this matter aside for now. There's an even more exciting live broadcast coming up!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2036: Thirty Trillion 

Chen Xiaobei's words of an even more exciting livestream had ignited the audience's enthusiasm. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

This time, Chen Xiaobei released fifteen streams of ethereal force and took the storage bracelets of the 

demon commander and the fourteen sky demon apostles into his hands. 

What the f * ck! Bro bei still had some gains! 

The resources in these 15 storage bracelets would definitely be explosive! 

Yingluo-do you need to say this? They were all important figures from top forces! All the resources 

added together could probably be compared to a medium-sized treasure vault! 
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A medium-sized treasure vault? That would be at least a few trillion low-grade spiritual stones, right? 

Medicinal herbs, spirit pills, spirit weapons, there shouldn't be a lack of them! 

What the f * ck! A few trillion lower spiritual stones? Bro bei is rich! I won't be able to earn so many 

spirit stones even after a few lifetimes! 

For a few lifetimes? We commoners wouldn't be able to earn that much even if we lived for dozens of 

lifetimes! 

"A few trillion low-grade?" 

Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. He even wanted to laugh.  to tell you the truth, there are a total of 

300000 upper spiritual stones in these 15 storage bracelets!  

What? 300,000 high-grade! That would be 30 trillion lower spiritual stones! 

Yingluo-my God! Bro bei! Are you trying to scare me to death! So many spirit stones! It was an 

astronomical figure! 

30 trillion ... Bro bei! You're showing off your wealth in such a fancy way that I'm about to pee my pants! 

You pay! You pay! 

There's no harm without comparison! Status! Wealth! Women! After watching bro bei, he finally knew 

what a winner in life was! 

"Hahaha! Everyone, don't be too envious of me!" 

 that's all for today's livestream. Please follow me. I'll invite you again the next time I stream!  Chen 

Xiaobei said with a smile. 

Wuwu, wait! Bro bei! Was there nothing else other than spirit stones? 

Yingluo, yes! There should be other resources! Bro bei, tell us! Let's open our eyes! 

Bro bei, don't hide anything! Share it with us, let us have some fun with you! 

 other than the spirit stones, there are only a few other healing medicines left.  

"The demon Lord and the 14 apostles are just pawns working for the Lord!" He could lose his life at any 

time, and he carried a huge amount of spirit stones to activate the earth-god instrument! It's impossible 

for him to bring all his assets with him!" 

Yingying, that makes sense! If that's the case, bro bei should just end his stream! You've worked hard all 

day, have a good rest! 

Goodbye, bro bei! Have a good rest! We will miss you! 

Goodbye, bro bei! I look forward to the next live broadcast! 

The audience understood Chen Xiaobei's hard work and quickly left the stream. 

Chen Xiaobei turned off the livestream and kept his phone. 

"Young master Chen, you're not lying to the audience, are you?" 



 is there really nothing special in those storage bracelets? " Monroe asked curiously.  is there really 

nothing special in them? " 

"Little girl! You're so mischievous!" 

"There's nothing special in the storage bracelets of the 14 apostles!" But the demon Lord has it!" 

After that, Chen Xiaobei transferred all the spiritual stones and healing medicine from the 14 apostles 

into his infinite space ring and threw away the empty wristbands. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out a very special crystal and a small colored bottle from the demon Lord's 

bracelet. 

"Are these the special items you mentioned?" Menglu asked. 

"Right!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " this bottle contains nine drops of blood essence from the ancient 

Wuji Saint Demon King! With this, I can activate the limitless demon formation nine times!" 

"Didn't that great formation disappear?"  without the formation, " menglu said, pouting.  this blood is 

useless, right? " 

"Who said there's no formation?" Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " I was the one who stole the 

formation!" 

"What? This ... How is this possible?" Menglu pursed her lips in disbelief. 

Chen Xiaobei did not explain but smiled and said, " "This is our secret! Don't tell anyone!" 

"Do you think I'm stupid?" 

 I don't believe you can steal a formation buried tens of thousands of meters underground without being 

discovered by the demonic sect!  menglu pouted. This is impossible!" 

"If you don't believe me, then forget it!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and turned to look at the special crystal.   this Crystal's spiritual nature isn't weak. 

I'll try to communicate with it first ...  

"Chi ..." 

As soon as the spiritual communication was made, the crystal automatically glowed like a projector and 

projected a map in the air. 

"It seems that this is a secret map!" 

 I don't know.  Chen Xiaobei studied the map carefully.  but, without any other clues, I have no idea 

where this map is.  If it wasn't for the demon sacrificing his life for the curse, I really should have 

rewarded him with a piece of dog food!" 

"Young master Chen! I seem to know the place on this map ..." 



 that's ...  Monroe's eyes widened as she recalled, " I think that's the 'ancient demon mountain range' 

from the earth-god Realm. I've read about it in the ancient books of our heavenly wings race!  

"Strange?" What's the relationship between the ancient Devil Mountain range and your heavenly wings 

clan?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course it's related!" 

"Demons and angels have always been mortal enemies!" Monroe said. The ancient Devil Mountain 

range used to be the territory of the demon clan! However, in the ancient times, our heavenly wings 

race started a war and wiped out all the demons in the ancient Devil Mountain range!" 

"So it's like this!" 

 Oh!  Chen Xiaobei suddenly realized, " the demon Lord mentioned that he has a 'Supreme Lord' behind 

him! Perhaps, the demon clan has revived in the ancient demon mountain range and re-established 

their force!" 

 that's right!  Monroe said in surprise.  that means the center of this map is the base of the new demon 

faction? " 

"It's very possible!" Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

"Then what do you plan to do?" Menglu asked nervously. 

"What else can we do?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " I can only put it aside for now! I'm surrounded by strong enemies now 

and can't even take care of my own affairs, so how can I have the time to care about the demon race's 

base camp?" 

 you're right ...  Meng Lu nodded and said, " "First, I have to protect myself! If you lose your life, there's 

no point in saying anything else!" 

 mm ...  Chen Xiaobei nodded and kept the crystal and the small black bottle. 

All in all, Chen Xiaobei had obtained 14 earth-god instruments! An additional 300000 upper spiritual 

stones! In addition, there were 1.2 billion believers! And the number of believers was still increasing! 

By right, Chen Xiaobei had already made a lot of money, but in fact, he was still missing something very 

important! 

And that was merit points! 

The winter solstice was coming, and Chen Xiaobei only had 70 million merit points! If even Ying Zheng's 

earth immortal cultivation base could not be exchanged for it, then it was even more impossible for the 

rest of the plan to be realized! 

"In the past, I used to receive merit points when I quelled Wars ... But today, I saved a billion people! It's 

impossible that he doesn't have the merit points of the Three Realms ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was puzzled."Could it be that there's something I haven't done well?" 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2037: Freeing Slaves 

"Childe Chen?" 

Menglu blinked her big eyes and asked curiously, " "What are you mumbling to yourself about?" 

"Oh, it's nothing ..." 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head. Regarding the merit points, menglu would not understand even if he 

explained. 

"If there's nothing else, can you come with me?" Menglu asked again. 

"Take a trip? Where to?" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

"It's like this," 

 I flew back to find you, " Monroe explained.  it's because there's an irreconcilable problem between the 

800 million slaves and their respective forces!  

"What question? It can't be reconciled?" Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

 you exposed the demonic sect's scheme, " Monroe said.  everyone realized the danger of the demonic 

earth. All the forces decided to withdraw from the demonic earth to avoid being plotted against by the 

demonic sect again!  

"This is the right choice!" 

 I don't think so!  Chen Xiaobei said.  the treasure of the devil Kingdom is gone. Even if they stay, they 

won't get anything. They will only face more danger!  

"The problem lies here!" 

 the 10000 factions that were excavating the treasures in the demonic earth are all preparing to retreat, 

" Monroe said.  however, they don't intend to bring the 800 million slaves with them!  

"Why?" Chen Xiaobei asked, frowning. 

"That's 800 million people! If they were to split it evenly, each force would have to take 80000 people! 

These people's daily needs were a problem! We won't be able to find a place to stay either!" 

 the point is, " Monroe said.  transporting these 800 million people out of the demonic lands will 

consume a huge amount of financial resources! A round trip would cost hundreds of billions of spiritual 

stones! Ordinary forces can't afford it!" 

"Even if they could afford it, they wouldn't be willing to pay the transportation fee! That's because it 

wouldn't cost that much to buy a new batch of slaves!" 

"Because of this, the food, clothing, and housing for eight hundred million slaves are all big problems! 

None of the factions wanted to resolve this, so they decided to leave the 800 million slaves in the devil 

earth to fend for themselves!" 
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Menglu's brows furrowed, her little face full of worry. Her kind nature made it impossible for her to 

watch 800 million people be abandoned. 

After all, the environment on devil earth was extremely harsh! Once eight hundred million slaves were 

abandoned, they were destined to die! 

"I understand!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up. He finally understood why he did not get any merit points! 

Back in Northern wilderness Starfield, Chen Xiaobei had quelled a deadly battle between a million young 

men and a million demonic beasts! 

After the war, Chen Xiaobei had obtained the merit points, but it was not complete! 

After the young humans returned to their homes, Chen Xiaobei found a suitable planet for the demonic 

beasts to live on. 

Chen Xiaobei's merit was finally complete when the demonic beasts had settled down! 

By the same logic, 200 million of the one billion people that Chen Xiaobei had saved could go home! 

The remaining 800 million slaves had nowhere to go. If they were abandoned, they would die on devil 

earth. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei did not save these people! 

As the saying goes,"do a good person to the end, and send Buddha to the West"! 

Only after settling the 800 million slaves could he be considered to have fulfilled his merit! 

Furthermore, Chen Xiaobei had a feeling that the amount of merit points this time would be huge, which 

was why the heavenly axiom did not send down the merit points earlier. 

"Young master Chen? Why are you in a daze again?" 

Monroe's brows furrowed.  come back to your senses! Come with me!  Today, you are everyone's hero! 

As long as you say the word, I believe that many forces will give you face and take away their slaves!" 

"No! I don't want them to take the slaves away!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  the forces don't care about the lives of slaves at all! Even if they were 

to take the slaves away! It's just bringing slaves from this devil earth to another 'devil earth'! " 

"The living conditions of the slaves have not changed at all. They still can not escape. Fatigue, hunger, 

diseases ... In the end, they still die miserably! What's the difference if I'm taken away or not?" Chen 

Xiaobei retorted. 

 yes, young master Chen, you're right ... But this is the fate of slaves!  

Monroe sighed.  from the moment the slaves signed the contract to sell themselves, their lives no longer 

belonged to them. Dying from exhaustion, starvation, and illness ... Is an outcome that they can not 

change ..." 



"No! All of this can be changed!" 

"I'm going to change the lives of these 800 million slaves!" Chen Xiaobei grinned. I want them to no 

longer be slaves and live a normal life!" 

 how ... How is this possible?!  Menglu couldn't believe it. 

"As long as I'm here, anything is possible!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned, took out his phone, and resumed his live stream. 

As soon as the livestream started, anyone who had downloaded the 'old Wang livestream' software 

would receive a short message notification. 

In just a few minutes, more than a billion viewers returned to the live broadcast room. 

Bro bei! Why did you start streaming again? Don't you need to rest? 

Yingluo, do you even need to ask? Bro bei must have found a new livestream! 

Yingying was really looking forward to it! Bro bei's live broadcast was definitely of the highest quality! 

"My brothers!" 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the camera and said seriously, " "There's a situation right now. The tens of 

thousands of factions in the underground devil Kingdom are all preparing to retreat! But they don't want 

to take the slaves away, and want to let these 800 million slaves live and die on their own!" 

How could Yingluo do this! Bro bei finally saved everyone! If eight hundred million slaves could not leave 

the demonic earth, what was the difference between that and being killed by the demonic sect? 

There was a difference! Being killed by the demonic sect was only an instant. It was faster and less 

painful! However, if they were abandoned in the devil earth, the slaves would die of hunger or thirst. 

They would die miserably in pain and suffering! 

F-ck! If that was the case, he might as well not have saved them from the beginning! 

The forces in the great devil Kingdom are too cruel! It was 800 million human lives! How could he just 

say no! 

Bro bei's efforts to save her were wasted! In the end, all his efforts were in vain! 

The conscience of those forces had been eaten by dogs! This is too disappointing! 

All of a sudden, the audience in the livestream room showed great anger. They couldn't accept that 

today's great victory had ended up in such a disgusting outcome! 

However, there were still some people complaining in the live broadcast room. 

I hope everyone can understand! I'm the head of a family! All these years, in order to excavate the 

treasures in the devil Kingdom, our family has spent a huge amount of financial and material resources. 

We really can't afford to raise so many slaves! 



I'm the Grand Elder of a sect! If our sect members want to leave the devil earth, we'll have to jointly rent 

a space carrier with other forces. We really don't have enough spirit stones to transport slaves ... 

I'm-straightforward person! A slave's life was cheap. They had already signed a contract to sell 

themselves, and their life and death were all at the master's command! In the current situation, could it 

be that the Masters did not want their own lives, but instead saved the slaves 'lives? Is he crazy? 

Bro bei is livestreaming and putting pressure on us. He's forcing us to our deaths! 

"You guys are thinking too much!" 

 I don't want you to take these slaves away! I want to free them!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2038: Edible Planet 

What kind of promise does bro bei want? You saved all of us today! As long as you don't want our lives! 

We're willing to give you any promise! 

The leaders of the various forces all expressed their opinions. After all, it was Chen Xiaobei who had 

pulled them back from the gates of hell. 

From the bottom of their hearts, they were very, very grateful to Chen Xiaobei. 

As long as it did not affect their core interests, they were willing to give Chen Xiaobei face. 

"I want you to promise that all the contracts of the slaves will be void!" 

 from now on, they are no longer slaves! They have their own freedom! They will no longer be 

controlled by any forces!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

The Indenture contract was invalid? We've already abandoned these slaves in our hearts, so of course 

the contract is invalid! 

Bro bei! I am willing to make a promise to you! 

Yingluo, I'm also willing! 

…… 

… 

Soon, the controllers of tens of thousands of forces made their promises in the live-stream room. 

"Good! With more than a billion people as witnesses, I believe that none of you will go back on your 

word!" 

"From now on, 800 million slaves are no longer slaves!" Chen Xiaobei said. You no longer belong to any 

force, and you don't need to leave with any force!" 

Bro bei, are you saying that we don't need to take these slaves away? Bro bei is so considerate! Long live 

bro bei! Long live bro bei! 
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All of a sudden, the members of the various forces were overjoyed. Chen Xiaobei had agreed to let go of 

the slaves, which had undoubtedly solved a huge problem for them. 

Once again, they were grateful to Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of their hearts. Their respect and faith 

in Chen Xiaobei had also deepened. 

But at the same time, the 800 million slaves all started wailing. 

Bro bei! I'm a slave of the Western District ... I don't understand why you would make such a decision! 

Bro bei, you saved us, but now you're asking us to stay here and wait for death ... Why? 

Bro bei-do you also think that we slaves are so cheap that we can be abandoned at will? 

Bro bei! This time, you have disappointed us! 

…… 

… 

Waves of wailing came one after another. After all, all the slaves were also brought back from the gates 

of hell! They had regained the hope of survival from the despair of certain death! 

But at this moment, he fell from hope to despair again! And the person who made them despair was 

Chen Xiaobei! 

Disappointment! All the slaves were disappointed in Chen Xiaobei! 

"My fellow workers! Don't worry! I haven't finished my words!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei said, " the forces don't want you! I, Chen Zhufeng, want it! From now on, I, Chen 

Zhufeng, will take responsibility for your life and death! I'll take you guys out of here, and I promise that 

you'll live a normal life!" 

Yingluo, is this ... Is this true? Bro bei! Are you lying to us? 

Bro bei had gained 30 trillion spiritual stones! He does have the financial resources to take me away! But 

where should we live? 

Yingluo, what are we going to eat in the future? What should I wear? Bro bei can solve all these 

problems? 

Yingluo, this is too difficult! Bro bei was not a God! How could he have settled us down? 

We can't even take care of Xuxu's basic needs. We don't even dare to think about a normal person's life! 

"Please believe me!" 

"I, Chen Zhufeng, will do what I say!" Chen Xiaobei said. As long as you trust me, I will not disappoint 

you!" 

Good! I believe in bro bei! We've witnessed many miracles today! Believe in bro bei, he will definitely be 

able to create another miracle! 



Yes! I also believe in bro bei! He is our great hero! 

Anyway, the major forces don't want us anymore! If you don't believe in bro bei, you're dead! 

We all believe in bro bei! What should he do? Bro bei, just give me your orders! 

The bayi slave admired Chen Xiaobei so much that he had long become Chen Xiaobei's believer. It was 

only natural that he chose to trust Chen Xiaobei. 

"Very good! The agreement and promise had been fulfilled! Everyone who is watching the live broadcast 

is a witness!" 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, " all the forces can retreat in an orderly manner. The 800 million co-workers 

will stay where they are and wait for me! This live broadcast will end here. After I've settled all my co-

workers, I'll start the live broadcast again and give everyone an explanation!" 

Bro bei is awesome! We'll be waiting for your good news! 

Bro bei is carrying 800 million people on his shoulders! I'm convinced! In bold letters, I'm convinced! 

[ bro bei loves me so much, creating another miracle! ] We are looking forward to bro bei's next 

livestream! 

The ordinary audience naturally supported Chen Xiaobei's decision. This was a decision of justice, a 

decision of love! 

With this decision, Chen Xiaobei's image in the hearts of all the forces, the 800 million slaves, the 

ordinary audience, and everyone else became even more impressive! 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei's number of followers would increase greatly in the near future! 

…… 

After that, everything went according to Chen Xiaobei's plan. 

The various factions withdrew from the underground devil nation in an orderly manner. 

Menglu also left early to help the heavenly wings race leave the devil earth. 

Meanwhile, Chen Xiaobei used the somersault cloud to quickly go to every place where the slaves were 

gathered. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei would not rent a space carrier to pick them up. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei could afford to pay the spiritual stones, he did not have that many space carriers to 

use! 

At this time, the verdant Emperor's divine gourd came in handy! 

This was one of the divine artifacts that mother Nuwa had given him in her red packet. The space within 

it was extremely vast! 

Even if it was a large planet, it could be directly stored in the space of the verdant Emperor's divine 

gourd! 



Of course, the premise was that all the intelligent creatures on the planet had to enter the verdant 

Emperor's divine gourd willingly! 

Intelligence was one level higher than intelligence! 

Simply put, as long as it was on a planet, all the humans, demons, Devils, ghosts, and beasts would be 

willing! 

Then, the entire planet could be absorbed into the verdant Emperor's divine gourd! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not going to take over a wasteland like devil earth. 

He just needed to put all eight hundred million people into the verdant Emperor's divine gourd first. 

Everyone was shocked by the divine weapon's special ability, and they were even more shocked by Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Without a doubt! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei kept his promise and let these 800 million people live normal lives! Their faith in 

Chen Xiaobei would reach its peak! 

No matter what happened in the future, they would always be Chen Xiaobei's loyal followers! 

 young master Chen ... Your Dharma Treasure ... Is simply too awesome ...  

Zi Yuan was stunned by the Azure Emperor's gourd and asked embarrassedly, " "What do you plan to do 

with these slaves?" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, " we need to find a place suitable for humans to live in so that they can 

settle down.  

"I have a suggestion!" 

Zi Yuan pouted and said smugly,"the remains of The Five Venoms sacred cult!" There are no outsiders 

there, and it's surrounded by primitive forests. There's no lack of water, and you can pick wild fruits and 

hunt magical beasts there. It's very suitable for living!" 

"No!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I have a better choice!  
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Chapter 2039: Returning To Beixuan With Glory 

"I don't believe it! How could you possibly have a better choice?" 

Zi Yuan said with a face full of doubt. 

"First of all, the location of the ruins of The Five Venoms order has been exposed long ago, and many 

people have been there! I have many enemies now. If I go, the enemies will go there sooner or later!" 

"Secondly, these 800 million people are very weak. Their cultivation is close to zero! Any one of the 

magical beasts around the ruins of The Five Venoms sacred cult can cause a huge number of casualties!" 
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 this ...  Zi Yuan was stunned and said in a daze, " "What other good choices do you have?" 

"You want to know the answer? Just follow me!" Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out the returning 

bracelet. 

He opened the spatial gate. 

Eight hundred million people were already in the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

Xiao 'er and all the Black Tide Ravens had also returned to the ten thousand Beast Ring. 

Chen Xiaobei brought Zi Yuan through the portal and went straight to Chen Xiaobei's room in bei Xuan 

faction! 

"Wow! What kind of magic treasure was that! It could actually travel through space! It's simply too 

magical!" Zi Yuan was stunned. He looked at his surroundings and exclaimed repeatedly. 

"Don't make a fuss. Follow me, I have many magical weapons!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and walked out of the room. 

The strange thing was that there was not a single person in the entire residential area! 

When he reached the training field, Chen Xiaobei saw that everyone from bei Xuan faction had gathered 

there. 

There was a large projector in the middle, and everyone was gathered around it. 

Even though there was no longer a projection, it was not hard to guess that everyone in bei Xuan faction 

was gathered here to watch Chen Xiaobei's live stream. 

"Xiaobei! You're back!" 

Suddenly, an excited and warm voice was heard. 

Zhang Chui 'er walked up to Chen and grabbed his hand tightly. She looked at Chen Xiaobei up and down 

with concern. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "Mom ... Don't be like this, there are many people watching!" 

"Yes, yes, okay!" 

Chen Xiaobei was no longer a child. He was now the leader of bei Xuan faction. If her mother spoiled 

him too much, she would be laughed at by others. 

Letting go of Chen Xiaobei's hand, Zhang Chui 'er exclaimed, " "Xiaobei! Good job! We've seen what 

you've done in devil earth. We're so proud of you!" 

Chen Zhongfu was standing not far away. He was an introvert, so he did not say much, but he gave Chen 

Xiaobei a thumbs up. His face was full of pride. He was proud of his son. 

Chen Xiaobei grinned. It was a great achievement to be able to make his parents proud. 

"Xiaobei! Good job! Your performance today was really too manly! We're all proud of you!" 



Song Qincheng, LAN Mengcheng, Lin Xiang, Wenyuan, and Murong Xiaoyao were all smiling at Chen 

Xiaobei. They were all so beautiful that they could cause the downfall of a country. 

"Bro bei! It was insanely cool! Mighty, domineering, and invincible!" 

Nezha, Hong Hai 'er, and Lin Nan were cheering on the other side. They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he 

was their idol, full of admiration! 

"Xiaobei! Well done! Today's live broadcast! Manly enough! Our blood is boiling from watching!" 

Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, Jiang Ziya, and old Wang were all praising Chen Xiaobei with great 

excitement! 

"Don't praise me!" 

 I think I'm already thick-skinned enough, but I can't take your compliments. I'm embarrassed ...  Chen 

Xiaobei laughed at himself. 

"What's there to be shy about?" 

 you've resisted the pressure, " Zhang Chui 'er said angrily.  you deserve the praise of the heavens!  This 

is only natural!" 

"Mom, please don't praise me ..." 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " although I saved a lot of people in today's livestream, I 

have also offended a lot of people! Bei Xuan faction's peaceful days have only lasted for a few days, but 

I'm afraid we won't be able to live in peace again in the future ..." 

"We don't care!" 

"No matter what choice you make, mom and dad will support you!" I don't care if I have to suffer or 

have peace!" 

"We are the same! I fully support your choice!" Song Qincheng, LAN Mengcheng, Lin Xiang, Wenyuan, 

and Murong Xiaoyao immediately expressed their stand. 

"We thought our days were too peaceful! I was just looking for some excitement!" Nezha, Hong Hai 'er, 

and Lin Nan laughed without a care in the world. They were not afraid of danger at all. 

"Didn't I just offend some people? Counter soldiers with arms and water with earth! Those who offend 

bei Xuan faction will be killed!" Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, Jiang Ziya, and old Wang were all confident 

and fearless. 

Chen Xiaobei's heart was filled with warmth, but he sighed, "  although all of you support me ... There 

are still so many disciples present ... In the end, I've still implicated them!  

"Master is overthinking! You didn't drag us into this!" 

Feng Qingyang, tai yitan, Wu aofeng, and Huo yuanba, the four disciples, stepped forward and said, " 

"Master's decision is just! Benevolence and righteousness! As master's direct disciples, we all feel 

extremely proud!" 



 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " pride won't help you fight off a strong enemy ...  

"As a disciple of bei Xuan faction! We don't fear strong enemies! Even if he died, he would be 

accompanied by glory! I have no regrets in this life!" 

The four disciples composed themselves and shouted in unison, " "I have no regrets entering beixuan! I'll 

still be your subordinate in my next life!" 

As soon as he said that, all the bei Xuan faction disciples felt their blood boil and they shouted in unison. 

"I have no regrets entering beixuan! To be a subordinate in the next life ... I have no regrets entering 

beixuan! To still be a subordinate in the next life ..." 

"Thank you, everyone!" 

Chen Xiaobei's blood was boiling, "  as the leader of bei Xuan faction, I'm proud of you!  

"I promise you that the difficulties will only last for a moment! As long as I overcome all the difficulties, 

the bold words I made during the live broadcast will definitely come true! Bei Xuan will definitely 

become the number one sect in the myriad tribulations realm!" 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and said, " "Today! You all pledge to follow me to death! In the future! 

I'll grant you Supreme glory!" 

As soon as he said that, the crowd boiled over! 

I'll never regret entering beixuan! To still be a subordinate in the next life! This hot-blooded shout 

almost resounded through the sky! 

"Xiaobei, what do you plan to do next?" 

 what's going on? " Jiang Ziya asked after the crowd had settled down. 

 I want to move bei Xuan clan out of the Qin family's main city.   don't worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I've 

caused trouble. I can't drag the Qin family into this.  

"Yes, that's the right choice!" 

 yes!  Jiang Ziya nodded and said, " your enemies are not something the Qin family can deal with!  Even 

if you don't want to move, I'll still advise you to move!" 

"Great minds think alike!" Chen Xiaobei laughed. I've already chosen the place! We can move today!" 

 Oh, right ...  Chen Xiaobei paused and asked, " "Where is Liu xuanxin? Why don't I see her?" 
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Chapter 2040: Don't Even Think About Escaping 

"Miss Liu? I didn't notice it. You can ask little Wenning, the other girls get along very well, as if they were 

sisters!" 

 I'm sorry, " Jiang Ziya said with a meaningful smile. He then stepped aside and arranged for the bei Xuan 

disciples to pack up and move. 
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Chen Xiaobei walked over, but before he could say anything, song Qincheng took a step forward and 

whispered, " "I know what you want to ask. Let's go somewhere else, I'll talk to you in private." 

Chen Xiaobei was confused.  "This isn't anything shameful, why do you want to talk about it in private?" 

Song Qincheng did not answer. She held Chen Xiaobei's hand and pulled him to the back garden. 

"What do you want to say? It's all so secretive." Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course I'm here to tell you about Xuan Xin!" 

 earlier, all of us were watching your livestream, and Xuan Xin was so absorbed in it. One moment, she 

was worried about you, and the next moment, she was full of praise for you. I can tell that she really 

cares about you!  song Qincheng said seriously. 

"Uh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei looked at her and said, " "Are you jealous? Xuan Xin and I are just good friends. We've 

never even held hands! I don't want to be innocent!" 

"I'm not jealous!" 

 you're such a flirt!  song Qincheng said.  if I were jealous, I would have died 800 times already!  

Chen Xiaobei was embarrassed.  "Then what are you trying to say? Don't keep me in suspense, will 

you?" 

"I want to say that Xuan Xin might be jealous!" Song Qincheng said. 

"Jealous? Jealous of whose? Xuan Xin already has someone in her heart?" Chen Xiaobei asked curiously. 

"Are you really stupid or are you just pretending? I'm jealous of you, of course!" 

Song Qincheng frowned and said,"when Xuan Xin was watching the livestream, there was nothing 

unusual!" However, when you kissed the little angel Princess, Xuan Xin's mood changed. He said he 

wanted to go out and relax, and then he left alone!" 

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He felt that something was wrong. 

He seemed to have overlooked something extremely important, but he couldn't put his finger on what it 

was. 

"I'm guessing that you're still in Xuan Xin's heart, and that's why he left out of jealousy!" 

Song Qincheng frowned.  we're already the closest we can get. There's nothing we can't tell you. Did 

anything happen between you two? " 

"Qingcheng!" Chen Xiaobei shook his head. You are my woman! Both body and mind! I'm not lying to 

you. Between Xuan Xin and I, there's really nothing that's beyond friendship!" 

"I believe you!" 

Song Qincheng nodded and changed the topic, " "But, don't you think it's strange? Why didn't Xuan Xin 

wear a mask when facing others? But when you're around, she'll definitely wear a mask!" 



Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, " "I really haven't thought about this in detail! Why is that so?" 

"Think about it!" 

"Xuan Xin is a good girl!" Song Qincheng said seriously. She was beautiful, kind, and very smart! She 

would not do anything meaningless! There must be a secret hidden under that mask!" 

"Hiss ..." 

Chen Xiaobei gasped and said, " "If you didn't mention this today, I really wouldn't have thought about 

it! What exactly was Xuan Xin hiding under the mask? Why can't you let me see it?" 

 I've been thinking about this question for you for a long time, " song Qincheng said.  but I'm an outsider, 

after all. I can't get the answer!  

"I need to calm down and think about it!" 

Chen Xiaobei frowned.  I have too many things to deal with. My mind is not free at all. I've really missed 

out on a lot of things!  

"You don't have to think about it either!" 

"Let's go find Xuan Xin directly!" Song Qincheng said. If there's anything you want to say, just say it! 

You'll understand everything if you explain it clearly!" 

"Right! You're right! Thank you, Qingcheng! I'll go find her now!" Chen Xiaobei quickly took out his 

phone. 

He called three times in a row, but no one picked up. 

"She's really angry at me!" 

Chen Xiaobei entered the Three Realms red envelope group and activated the merit points ledger. He 

was going to use his merit points to exchange for a God's eye talisman and find Liu xuanxin. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

At this moment, Liu xuanxin called him. 

"Xuan Xin! Where are you? Are you alright?" Chen Xiaobei quickly answered the call. 

"I'm fine. I just wanted to go out alone to relax." On the other end of the line, Liu xuanxin's voice was 

clear and melodious. It was undoubtedly her. 

"Why do you suddenly want to go for a walk?" Chen Xiaobei asked. What is it that you're unhappy 

about? Tell me! I'll help you solve it!" 

 what do you mean by unhappy? on the contrary, I'm very happy!  

Liu xuanxin said,"I watched your live stream!" Your courage, wisdom, courage, and Foundation have all 

made me look at you in a new light!" 

"The main point is that you have the responsibility to take in 800 million people! This was the 

responsibility of a real man! To have a friend like you, I feel very honored! I'm very happy!" 



"Then why are you still leaving?" "Is it because of the little angel Princess?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course it's not because of her!" 

"She kissed you to give you a Holy blessing and to save your life!" Liu xuanxin smiled. Only people with 

dark and dirty Hearts would think the wrong way!" 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback.  "If it's not because of her, then what are you doing?" 

"When I was on earth, I had been recuperating all year round. After I recovered, I wanted to travel 

around!" Now I also want to walk around and have a look, what's wrong with that?" 

"If you want to travel, you'll have plenty of opportunities in the future!" Chen Xiaobei said. It's a special 

period for bei Xuan faction right now. It's very dangerous for you to be out there alone!" 

 I've never shown my face in public since I came to apocalypse Starfield, " Liu xuanxin said.  no one 

knows that I'm in bei Xuan faction!  

 but ...  Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He had to admit that no one knew about Liu xuanxin's identity. It 

might be safer for her to travel outside than to stay in the faction! 

"No buts! I'm also in the God-refinement realm now, and I have the two-star earth-god instrument you 

gave me for self-protection. You don't have to worry about me at all!" 

Liu xuanxin said seriously,"I can also promise you that!" The day bei Xuan faction chose their new 

location! I'll definitely be back!" 

Chen Xiaobei felt a little more at ease and said, " "If you want me to agree, you have to promise to call 

me every day to let me know that you're safe! Let me know where you are! What have you done!" 

Liu xuanxin smiled and said, " "My sect leader Chen! I'm not a child anymore! Do you really have to ..." 

"As for that!" 

"I have a strong feeling that you're hiding something from me!" Chen said seriously. If you don't want to 

tell me, I won't ask! But! I will never let you slip away from my life! Otherwise, I'll regret it for the rest of 

my life!" 


